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EFF STATEMENT ON NATIONAL TRUCK DRIVERS STRIKE 

 

Tuesday, 7 July 2020 

 

The Economic Freedom Fighters notes the national strike by truck drivers in South Africa as 

misguided and a misdiagnosis of the problem of unemployment facing the country. We 

condemn any and all violent attacks on truck drivers who come from various parts of the 

African continent. Truck drivers, as any industry are allowed to undertake protest action so 

long as the dignity and humanity of others is not undermined. 

 

The truck driving industry, by its very nature, is bound to be characterised by people of 

different nationalities. It is an industry that conducts cross-border trade of goods across the 

continent and as a result, will be comprised of Africans from different nations. To demand 

that Africans be fired on the basis of their nationality by truck companies is to jeopardise 

inter-continental trade and place the South African trucking industry at risk as other nations 

will respond with the same attitude when South African truck drivers enter their nations. 

South Africa cannot survive with a truck industry that operates inside the country only or 

solely with South African truck drivers. 

 

Furthermore, it is misguided to blame fellow Africans for unemployment levels in South 

Africa. It cannot be the fault of another poor person that South Africans are poor. The lack 

of jobs in South Africa is a direct result of the lack of industrialisation and skills development 

by a government that would much rather have Africans fighting amongst each other than 

creating sustainable job opportunities. 

 

South Africans should ask Cyril Ramaphosa where are the fruits of his investment envoys 

and job summits, instead of blaming fellow poor Africans for unemployment. There should 

be a direct confrontation with a private sector that creates animosity amongst Africans by 
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providing low wages to Africans and exploiting their desperation for employment. To demand 

a narrow nationalist provision of jobs is unimaginative and will isolate South Africa in the 

continent and the world from job opportunities and mutually beneficial trade relations. 

 

We call on South Africans not to succumb to anti-African political agendas that distract us 

from confronting those who control the economy and those in political power who do not 

have the will to develop our country and create jobs. If we allow ourselves to continue with 

a narrative that isolates Africans, we will soon turn on each other on tribal lines. The lack of 

economic development in South Africa has resulted in a concentration of economic activity 

in places such as Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban. It is for this reason that narrow 

nationalist logic will result in calls to send people back to their supposed native provinces. 

Poverty can never be resolved by creating an enemy out of those who are poor. 

 

Artificial borders must not dictate employment opportunities and economic development in 

South Africa.  We must forge continental unity which is based on continental economic-

integration and job creation. 


